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About the Uganda Association of Women Lawyers (FIDA – Uganda)
FIDA – Uganda was established in 1974 by a group of women lawyers with the
primary objective of promoting their professional and intellectual growth. Over
time FIDA Uganda has evolved into a non-governmental organisation whose
mandate is the promotion of gender equality and women’s human rights in all
areas socially, economically and politically. FIDA Uganda established its first
legal aid clinic in Kampala in 1988 with the objective of providing legal services
to indigent women to enable them access justice.
To-date FIDA – Uganda continues to strengthen legal frameworks and offer
free legal services countrywide to women and children in particular. FIDA seeks
to raise human rights and legal awareness, including the mechanisms for the
enforcement of rights, thereby empowering women to assert and claim their
rights.
With this Simplified Guide to Uganda’s Labour Laws, FIDA aims to empower
women and community legal volunteers with the legal knowledge to assert
their labour rights and seek redress in case these rights are violated.

Introduction
This Simplified Guide to Uganda’s Labour Laws offers guidance on the laws
concerning work; what it means, how it is carried out and how work relationships
are to be carried out. In many relationships such as marriages or business
partnerships there are laws that are in place to guide how the matters in these
relationships are to be conducted.
Similarly, employer – employee/or worker relationships in Uganda are guided
by the laws laid down in the national labour laws. These guidelines are laid down
in international, regional and national laws. However, while Uganda is party to
international laws on labour the laws in this document are only the national laws
of Uganda. These national laws are laid down in the 2006 Employment Act,
the 2006 Occupational Health and Safety Act, the Workers Compensation Act
2000, the 2006 Labour Disputes (Arbitration and Settlement) Act and the 2006
Labour Unions Act and the accompanying regulations. These laws elaborate on
the specifics of how employer – employee relationships are to to be conducted.
They are applied with prior consideration of important principles laid down in
Uganda’s 1995 Constitution as further explained below.
This Simplified Guide elaborates on these laws, what they provide for in terms
of rights of worker, duties of employers and workers, compensation of workers
and avenues and means of access to remedy in the instance of the violation of
workers’ rights or duties.
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General Principles
These are general guiding principles that lay the foundation for the guidelines
of labour relations. They are found in the 1995 Constitution of Uganda and other
general principles laid down in all the employment laws and include:

1. Non Discrimination

This principle of non – discrimination implies that we are all equal before the
law in all areas including in labour service relationships. This principle provides
that no one should be discriminated on the basis of sex, race, colour, ethnic
origin, tribe, birth, creed or religion, social or economic standing, political
opinion or disability. All persons are supposed to be treated in the same
way without distinction on the basis of any of these descriptions. All persons
ought to be treated with respect as human beings and discrimination of any
kind is against the law.

2. Prohibition of Forced Labour
The constitution provides that no one is to be engaged in slavery or servitude
or even forced labour unless it is by direction/punishment of court from a
matter, or whilst in lawful detention, as part of duties of a worker with a
disciplined force, or as part of civic obligations of all citizens of Uganda. It
is important to understand that forced labour happens in the absence of
consent to work. It is also against the law to employ Children except in
certain circumstances.
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HOW TO GUIDE
Can children work?
A child is any person below the age of 18 years. Children below the age of 12 years are
not allowed to work at any workplace. Children below 14 years can only be engaged in
easy work while being supervised by an adult. These children should not work in dirty,
unsafe, and dangerous environments. Children are not to be engaged between 7am and
7pm.
Some of the light work children below 14 years old may be engaged in includes: sewing,
sweeping the compound, washing dishes, washing clothes or cleaning the places where
animals are kept among other duties.
Children between the ages of 15 - 17 years maybe engaged in work with permission of
the commissioner for labour in their area. If the labour officer informs an employer in
writing not to employ a child in easy and light work, they should stop.
Any person, worker’s association, employment organization may report employment of a
child to a labour officer if they believe that the child is being engaged in work.
If a person is unhappy with the decision of the labour officer regarding employment of
children, they may institute a case at the Industrial Court.
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3. Prohibition of Sexual Harassment.

It is emphasized in the law that sexual harassment is prohibited in employment
relations. Sexual harassment may include sexual intercourse, sexual contact
or any sexual activity that is on promise of preferential treatment or that
is detrimental treatment or based on threats on future employment. This
behavior may be through language used, visual materials as well as physically
sexual acts. Although any worker may be sexually harassed, female workers
are often vulnerable to sexual harassment and employers should endeavor
to have systems to protect them. Employers are encouraged to put in place
clear policies on sexual harassment. The law makes it mandatory to have
such a policy if an employer employs over 25 employees.
Such behavior is prohibited and both employers and employees ought to
abstain from such behavior. This is because when such threatening behavior
is not in the employment relationship the employer-employee relationship
is well balanced, respectful and allows for conducting of business in a safe
environment.
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4. Equality Before the Law

It is also important that in labour relations it is understood that all persons
are equal before the law regardless of who they may be. Specific provisions
in the constitution guide on the need to include persons who have previously
been marginalized and the constitution highlights these groups among
whom include women, persons with disabilities and any other minorities.
These persons in some instances may receive preference in accessing
employment as positive discrimination to address the factors that may
undermine their realization of their full potential.

Who is a Worker/Employee?
A worker/employee is anyone who has entered an agreement to offer services
to an employer. Employers are not limited to private business but also include
public or non-profit institutions.
This agreement of service between an employer and employee may be written
or oral in nature and it provides that services will be offered by the employee
in exchange for an agreed payment. This agreement provides for the rules
of the employer – employee relationship such as how the agreement can be
terminated, hours of work, time to be given as notice before the relationship is
ended, rights and duties of both the employee and employer.
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Note: It is important to have a written agreement (contract) with the
employer before starting a job as compared to working without one. A
contract is evidence that one is a worker and is important when establishing
the employer employee relationship before court and the public. Please
seek legal assistance before accepting employment in order to ensure
that you have a proper start of the employment relationship.

HOW TO GUIDE
What makes a valid contract? Details to include:
•

Names of both the employer and worker

•

Duration of the work

•

Salary to be paid for the work

•

Title of the job

•

Place of work

•

Provision for paid leave

•

How disagreements will be handed

Rights and Duties
As a result of the relationship between the worker and their employer under
the rules in their agreement, both the worker and employer are guaranteed
rights and have duties under the law in order to fulfill their agreement. There is
a difference between rights and duties and here is why:
A right in this relationship refers to things that a worker is entitled to because of
their relationship with the employer under the agreement. In turn, these rights
create duties for the employer and the worker. These duties are important for
the rights to be realized. Therefore, if there is no relationship between a worker
and an employer based on an agreement then no rights and duties are meant
to be fulfilled between the two people or bodies. These rights and duties are
elaborated on below:
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Rights of Workers
1. Remuneration or Salary Payments

The employer is required by law to pay their worker(s) for the services they offer.
As a worker you ought to be paid on time and the same amount as anyone doing
the same job at your workplace. Women ought to be paid the same as men for
doing the same work (equal pay for equal work). If the worker is to be paid any
amount less than the agreed on sum in the agreement this is illegal unless that
money is legally required to be deducted such as NSSF and taxes. A worker
should also be paid on public holidays. Additionally, if the worker works more
hours than the eight hours required by law or as stipulated in the agreement
the employer is supposed to pay them for working overtime. Overtime pay is
required to be a total of the amount of money one usually makes plus a half of
it. This pay should not be less than UGX 130,000.

2. Paid Leave
Paid Leave as a right means that workers have a chance to take off time from
work to rest and be in position to do the job as a worker or to handle personal
issues such as giving birth and seeking medical assistance. Leave takes on many
forms in the worker – employer relationship that is; maternity leave, paternity
leave, sick leave, annual leave and weekly rest days as stipulated in the law.
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•

Women workers are entitled to paid maternity leave of 60 working
days/ 2months and men to paid paternity leave of four days. These
days of leave are aimed at supporting potential parents during and
after the birth of their child/children. It is required that two weeks
before taking this leave the worker informs their employer of their
intention to take leave. In some instances, the employer may or may
not request for a doctor to write to the employer confirming the need
for this time off. If a woman has a miscarriage, she is entitled to a fully
paid maternity leave as well.

•

Annual leave and weekly rest days are time off from work. A worker
is entitled to 21 days of rest every year which depending on their
agreement with the employer maybe enjoyed throughout the year.

•

However, ‘annual leave’ is different from the ‘weekly rest’ days the
weekly rest days are days off rest every week allowed by law for the
worker to recharge and this is usually a minimum of 1 day, Sunday or
two days including Saturday. A worker should not work more than 10
hours a day or 56 hours/5 days a week

•

Workers are also entitled to paid sick leave if they have been employed
by the same employer for more than a month. If a worker falls sick
they are required to inform their employer with a Medical Letter from
their doctor and request for sick leave. However, if the worker injures
themselves and stays away from work for more than two months the
employer is allowed to end their relationship with the guidance of the
agreement they made.

•

Pregnant workers are entitled to preferential treatment and the
employer is supposed to find lighter or alternative work that does
not constrain the pregnant worker. Women returning from work
after maternity should be given special consideration by providing a
separate space that allows the mothers to breast feed their babies or
express milk for them.
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HOW TO GUIDE:
Who qualifies for Leave?
•

If a worker is pregnant and expecting they are entitled to Maternity leave for the
mother and paternity leave for the father to meet the needs of the baby during
and after pregnancy.

•

Every worker is entitled to an annual rest period of 21days.

•

If a worker is sick and has a medical letter from the doctor.

•

If a worker works for 6 days of the week they are entitled to a rest day.

3. Right to payment of Social Security Funds.
Social security is care, support, protection and empowerment to vulnerable
individuals who are unable to fully care for themselves when they retire from
work. In the circumstances of workers this social security is guaranteed through
the payment of National Social Security Fund (NSSF) contributions.
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One of the ways social security in Uganda is guaranteed, is through the
requirement to pay NSSF funds. These fund are to be used in the future when a
worker has retired or is above 55 years of age. The law requires employers to pay
contribution to NSSF for their employers every month when paying the workers
their salaries. The employee contributes 5% and the employer contributes 10%
of the total contribution sent to NSSF every month. This money is paid directly
by the employer to NSSF. Workers may find out from their employers if these
payments are being made.
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TIP: GRATUITY
Gratuity is a sum of money given by the employer to their employee for the services
they have offered throughout their period of employment. It is usually paid at the time
of retirement but it can be paid before provided certain conditions are met.
When is a worker eligible for gratuity?
A person is eligible to receive gratuity only if he has completed a minimum of five years
of service with an organization. But it can be paid before the completion of five years
at the death of an employee or if he has become disabled due to accident or disease.
NB: There is no set percentage by law for the amount of gratuity a worker is supposed
to get. An employer can use a formula-based approach or even pay higher than that.

4. A worker has a right to be compensated in case of injury at the job.
Workers ought to be compensated for any personal injury from any accident
arising out and in the course of their employment even if the injury results from
the employee’s negligence. If the injury leads to death, the compensation is
required to be equivalent to an employer’s monthly pay multiplied by 60 months.
However, compensation for a disability depends on the degree or extent of the
disability as assessed by a Medical Practitioner.
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5. Workers have a right to be a part of a Labour Union and to participate
in labour union activities
PAY US
MORE

A Labour/Trade Union is an organization of workers created by workers for the
purpose of representing their rights, interests and concerns. It is supposed to
be registered as required by the law. Labour/Trade Unions assist workers to
negotiate with employers as a group for better pay and working conditions or to
complain about labour matters.
Every worker has a right to form or join a trade union of his or her choice in order
to promote and protect their economic and social interests to collectively bargain,
have proper representation and to withdraw their labour according to the law.
All workers are allowed to participate in union activities outside working hours
and employers are not allowed to interfere in the formation or administration
of a registered trade union. Female workers are particularly encouraged to join
trade unions and take up positions of leadership in order to address issues that
are unique to them as an often marginalized group of workers.

Summary of the Rights of a Worker
•

Right to pay or salary

•

Right to paid leave

•

Right to payment of NSSF funds

•

Right to compensation in the event of injury at work or during work

•

Right to be a part of a Labour Union and to participate in labour union activities.
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Duties of the Worker and Employer
Even though in a worker-employer relationship it is often thought that the
employer is the only on with duties it is important to understand that workers
have duties as well which include:

Duties of the Employer
•

First, for the employee – employer relationship to work the employer
has to assign the worker duties for which they are paid when they do
they finish these duties

•

An employer has a duty to protect their workers and the general public
from all dangerous aspects of the employer’s business or workplace
at their own cost.

•

The employer has a duty to provide adequate and suitable protective
clothing and protective equipment to the workers of his or her
undertaking.

•

The employer is supposed to supervise the health of workers exposed
to dangerous substances and materials while at work and in case they
are affected, is supposed to find them alternative work at the same
workplace.

•

An employer is supposed to ensure that their workplace has clean
toilet facilities, a place to have meals at, a first aid kit, a properly lit
workplace and emergency safety tools such as fire extinguishers and
escapes.

•

Employers have a duty to take out insurance for possible accidents
workers may face while at work

Duties of the Worker
•

To fully execute their duties as stipulated in their contract and to show
up at work at the time they are expected to.

•

Every worker has a duty to protect themselves against any dangers to
their health and safety and to listen to their employers and go by their
directions to protect their own health or safety.
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•

Every worker has a responsibility to immediately report to a supervisor
anything which they think might cause a danger to their life or to
another person who is at a workplace.

•

A worker has a right to move away from a work place if he thinks
there is a danger going to occur and he/she shall not be punished for
leaving the workplace if it is true that there was danger

Ending the Employer – Employee Relationship
Like all relationships and employer – employee relationship may come to an
end for various reasons. These may reasons include:

1. Agreement between the employer and employee to end the relationship
Both the employer and worker may agree to stop the relationship for a reason(s).
In this case a worker may write a letter of resignation to their employer, or an
employer may after giving a worker notice of the end of employment. If a worker
has been with the employer for more than six months but less than a year they
should be given notice of two weeks, if they have been working for more than
a year but less than ten years notice will be of two months and if the worker
has been working for more than 10 years notice will be of three months. An
employer may also give the worker money instead of giving notice.
If a worker misbehaves or fails to do their work an employer can legally dismiss
them without notice. The employer should explain why to the worker with
somebody the worker is comfortable with available and the worker may respond
to the employer’s reasons.

What can a worker do if they are unfairly dismissed?
However there maybe instances when the worker may be dismissed or let go
from work in circumstances they feel were unfair. In this case they may write
a complaint to the labour officer within three months after the day they are
dismissed.
On the other hand, a worker may be summarily dismissed meaning that they
are dismissed on the spot without notice and while this is without notice it is
legal if the reason is that the worker has basically failed to fulfill their major
duties under the contract.
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If the worker feels that this dismissal was unfair they may also write a complaint
to the labour officer within six months after the day they are dismissed. The
Labour Officer will at first instance settle the matter by mediation

HOW TO GUIDE
When is it illegal for an employer to dismiss a worker?
It is illegal for an employer to dismiss an employee for the following reasons:
•

Pregnancy or Sickness relating to pregnancy

•

A worker taking leave legally recognized by the law such as maternity or sick leave.

•

A worker being a member of a labour union or participating in union activities

•

A worker refusing to join or leave a labour union

•

Being of a certain race, sex, religion, tribe, ethnicity, political party, marital status,
disability or HIV status

•

A worker has reported or is planning to report a matter to the labour officer or
court.

•

If the worker is injured or sick and cannot come to work for three months only
because of this sickness or injury

•

Participating in industrial action/demonstration in order to communicate to their
employers about matters important to workers such as pay
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Access to Remedy: Key Points to Note
In the instance of disagreement or termination of the contract or agreement
between the employer and the worker there are plenty of options available for
the worker to seek help in resolving the matter as highlighted below:

Key factor
Right to Fair Hearing

Fair hearing is a concept that emphasizes that in matters of justice all parties
are given a chance to speak up and defend their stand point. This means that
everyone has a right to be heard and to defend themselves before they are
dismissed from work or lose their job. This concept is applied in finding solutions
in case of disagreement.
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Remedies
1. Severance Pay/Allowance
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Severance pay/allowance is money paid to a worker when their employment
ends abruptly in instances such as early ending of the work agreement, when
the business is reducing workers or retirement. Getting this allowance depends
on one’s specific circumstances. Some workers may be entitled to it and others
may not.
Workers have a right to severance pay or allowance if they have continuously
worked for the same employer for at least 6 months and they are:
• Unfairly dismissed by that employer.
•

If they die at work in circumstances they did not cause

•

Terminated because they are unable to physically do their work well
because of circumstances that they did not cause

•

Terminated because their employer has died or become bankrupt

•

If a labour officer ends their employment agreement because the
employer was not paying them.

However, a worker cannot claim severance pay if they are:
• Summarily dismissed with justification
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•

First dismissed but are later offered reemployment which they
unreasonably refuse

•

Abandons their employment and do not go to work for a period of
more than 3 days without giving an explanation to the employer.

•

If the worker has been on probation and that agreement is ended by
the employer a worker cannot claim right to severance pay/allowance.
This is because they have been working on probation and such an
agreement may be ended by the employer freely with justifiable
reasons.

HOW TO GUIDE
When is it illegal for an employer to dismiss a worker?
What amount of money is severance pay?
There is no exact amount of money that is supposed to be paid. The employer and
worker have to agree on the amount. This discussion may also be between the employer
and the labour union as the worker’s representative.

How can I get my severance pay after discussions?
Following agreement between the worker and employer they may agree on
when and how to pay the worker their severance allowance. The money should
be paid either immediately before the employment ends or immediately after as
the employer and worker may agree.
If at all the worker has died this allowance is supposed to be paid to their
spouse in 30 days. If they do not have a spouse, the labour officer may guide
the employer on who to pay the allowance to either an adult dependent or the
guardian of a child that was depending on the deceased worker.

What if the employer refuses to pay my allowance?
If an employer that is supposed to pay their worker the severance allowance,
then they commit a crime unless they have a good reason for not paying. If they
do not have a good reason, then they are supposed to be punished(by who?)
by making them pay a fine that amounts to double the whole amount of the
allowance and also the allowance.
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2. Reporting the issue to Human Resource Officer or Management at
work

For most of the issues you may face at work you should always first report the
issue to the human resources office. This office is there to resolve all problems
workers may face at the organization, company or business.

3. Report the issue to a labour union the worker is a member of.

A labour union is a group of people(or organization)that represents workers in
different occupations, and works to protect the rights of the workers, such as
working conditions, wages and dismissal from employment. The labour union
can also defend a worker’s rights when they are violated and may represent the
worker in circumstances where they have been wrongly treated. In the case that
a worker has a concern they can bring it to the labour union officials.
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4. A worker may report their matter to a Labour Officer

LABOUR OFFICE

A labour officer may be a Commissioner or District Labour Officer with the power
to handle labour matters. This officer has the power to enter a workplace freely
without having to notify the employer and inspect a workplace or investigate
worker’s concerns or reports and also offer guidance on matters of the law to
workers. Workers may report issues relating to workplace abuse or harassment,
poor working conditions, payment of salary or any other matters relating to their
employment.

5. You may seek legal aid from organisations such as FIDA– Uganda.
FIDA
UGANDA

Legal aid is assistance to people who are unable to afford legal representation
and access to the court system. An organization that offers legal aid may offer
representation for workers in court and mediate disagreements between
workers and their employers. If a worker is unable to afford a lawyer, they may
seek assistance from a legal aid organization.
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6. Instituting a case in the Industrial court

Workers and employers may take disagreements between them to a court of
law to decide on which action would be best to resolve the issues between them
The court that handles labour matters is the industrial court on reference from
the labour office. A worker that would like to take a labour issue to court may
seek the assistance of a lawyer or legal aid to file a suit in the industrial court
where a decision shall then be made by a judge to resolve the issue. If either the
worker or the employer is not satisfied with the decision of the Industrial Court,
they can appeal the labour matter to the Court of Appeal.
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Toll Free Helpline: 0800 111 511

